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National Leadership Computer Facility class supercomputers bring new challenges to the performance and scal-
ability of today’s scientific applications. Without careful re-designing or tuning, many codes will not make pro-
ductive use of peta-scale machines. This problem is more severe for data-intensive applications, such as bioinfor-
matics and visualization codes, whose parallelization are more recent and less studied in parallel architectures’ de-
sign, compared to traditional numerical simulation kernels. In addition, compared to fast-growing node/processor
counts, CPU clock rates, and memory capacities, the secondary storage access rate and scalability problem will
likely be aggravated, further jeopardizing the scalability of data-intensive applications.

To answer the above challenges, in this project we aim at improving runtime data management for high-
throughput data-intensive scientific computing. Our research effort will be focused on the application/library
level, for portable and adaptive performance optimizations. Below we outline our proposed research goals and
corresponding activities as two major research tasks.

1. Research Goal 1: Utilizing available parallelism on ultra-scale machines
Research Task 1: Adaptive runtime data placement
Unlike numerical simulation kernels, data-intensive applications that process large amounts of data often
have more diverse tasks and data access patterns. In this research, we propose to examine data placement
issues that are independent of the computing tasks, by studying how to make the best use of available CPU
processing power and memory space/bandwidth. Such issues are shared by a large variety of data process-
ing tools performing vastly different types of tasks, including data mining, summarization, visualization,
searching, and diverse types of scientific data queries. Although the computational kernel of these tasks
are drastically different, many of them have common data access characteristics. Compared to numerical
simulations, such data processing applications usually perform data scans, allow flexible data partitioning,
have embarrassingly parallel processing but require result merging, and are often read-intensive rather than
write-intensive.

Traditional parallel processing techniques, mostly designed for parallel numerical simulations, fail to fully
explore potential parallelism for data processing type of applications. We propose to develop a generic
data placement framework, equipped with a set of optimization techniques for efficient and autonomic
data handling in data analysis applications, including dynamic data partitioning and load balancing, data
replication, and query batching. These techniques are designed to take advantage of state-of-the-art parallel
computer architectures, as well as the unique data access characteristics of data processing codes. Most
importantly, the proposed framework provides APIs for an application code to inform the optimization
library of its data processing pattern, and will automatically enlist the above techniques to perform parallel
execution plan optimization, assisted with profile-based history data analysis.



The proposed framework is designed to work for parallel data processing codes in general, and carries a
long-term goal of exploring next-generation parallel data-intensive program design to process Petabytes data
on PetaFLOPs parallel computers. In the short-term research period covered by this project, as a proof-of-
concept prototype, we will study, demonstrate, and evaluate our proposed approaches through bioinformat-
ics data analysis codes. Such codes span a wide range of complexity and data volumes, from minutes-long
BLAST sequence search jobs that scientists routinely perform, to extremely expensive entire-database op-
erations such as whole genome comparisons. Optimizing runtime data management for enhanced overall
performance scalability is of great significance to bioinformatics researchers counting on HEC. We also
believe this class of applications are representative of data analysis tasks that are computation-intensive
and data-intensive at the same time. Moreover, sequence search type of data analysis presents additional
challenges with another dimension for optimization: multiple input queries. It performs a Cartesian-product-
style data processing. Each query sequence in the input query set needs to be aligned with each sequence in
the database searched. There are many data processing applications, such as batch-mode visualization and
data summarization, that do not perform data queries or only process one query at a time. Such applica-
tions can be viewed as special cases of the pairwise processing we study and can benefit from a subset of
techniques in our proposed framework.

2. Research Goal 2: Hiding the performance/scalability gap between computation and I/O
Research Task 2: Exploiting inter-task parallelism for better parallel I/O performance
We have realized from our previous research and experience with real-world, large-scale scientific appli-
cations that efficient overlap between I/O and computation is very effective in improving the apparent I/O
throughput, and ultimately the overall application performance. We propose to systematically study several
techniques for reducing and hiding I/O costs: caching, prefetching, and write-behind. The overall approach
is to maximize the use of the aggregate memory, by intelligent data management strategies. These strategies
decide what data should currently reside in memory, and when to move data to and from secondary storage.
In particular, in this research we target platforms with globally addressable memory, a feature that has not
been widely exploited by parallel I/O design implementations. Therefore this research will directly benefit
NLCF component machines such as the Cray X1 and the SGI Altix.

We choose to implement and evaluate our optimizations in popular parallel-I/O-enabled scientific data li-
braries such as HDF5 and parallel netCDF. Such libraries are widely used by large-scale parallel simulations
and data analysis tools. Meanwhile, in exchange of their extensive benefits, such as binary portability, self-
explanatory meta-data organization, and optimizations for multi-dimensional array accesses, their aggregate
I/O throughput is often significantly lower than that provided by the underlying file system. For example,
parallel netCDF’s peak aggregate performance with synthetic benchmarks was reported as 600MB/s on the
IBM SP system Blue Horizon at SDSC, which has an aggregate file system bandwidth of 1.5GB/s. With
real applications, performance is often much worse. By enhancing these parallel scientific data libraries,
we can provide data-intensive scientific applications with immediate and more significant performance op-
timizations.

In summary, this proposed research aims at preparing parallel applications to efficiently hand Petabyte-scale
data on PetaFLOP-scale supercomputers. Our research approaches are motivated by real performance and scal-
ability problems observed from DOE data-intensive production codes on DOE platforms, and inspired by initial
successes we have had in our preliminary work in optimizing these applications.
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